Possible cultural effects on the increments of somatic symptoms in subjectively resilient depressed patients.
While previous literatures have provided substantial evidence on the burden of somatic symptoms and the prognostic value of resilience in the treatment course of depression, little is speculated on the relationship between resilience and somatic symptoms in depressed patients. We aimed to clarify the relationship between resilience and somatic symptoms in depressed patients retrospectively. Two hundred and fifty-four outpatients with depressive disorders participated in the study and completed self-administered questionnaires regarding demographic, clinical and psychological factors. We divided the patients into four groups based on their scores of Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale and Beck Depression Inventory. The partial correlation analysis was implemented to show the relationship between somatic symptoms and resilience after controlling for depression, and one-way analysis of variance was conducted to demonstrate the differences in somatization scores of Symptoms Checklist-90-Revised in the aforementioned four groups. After the correlation analysis, somatization was significantly correlated with resilience even after controlling for depressive symptoms. The one-way analysis of vairance and post-hoc analysis revealed statistically significant differences in somatization scores between the four groups, with the high Beck Depression Inventory, high Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale group having the highest somatization scores. Striving to be resilient during the peak of depression, cultural factors and positive illusions of depressed patients can result in high resilience scores and high somatization scores in depressed patients, and such clinical implications would help clinicians evaluate resilience and somatization in depressed patients with multidimensional aspects.